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T HANK Y OU F ROM THE T EAM
January 12, 2011
Grid-Interop Participants and Interested Colleagues:
On behalf of the GridWise® Architecture Council (GWAC) and the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST), we are pleased to offer a record of the fourth
Grid-Interop forum in the following proceedings material. The proceedings contain
the compendium of papers produced for the event, as well as the panel session
abstracts and links to the presentation slides.
Since last year’s forum, the community has been very busy working with NIST and
the Smart Grid Interoperability Panel (SGIP) to complete Priority Action Plans
(PAPs) and to define and develop the standards that will help to implement an
effective smart grid. We would like to thank all of you who participated in those
efforts. The SGIP Governing Board as well as several of its important committees
convened at this meeting. In addition, elections were held to fill several seats on
the SGIP. Throughout the Grid-Interop meeting there were sessions during which
the work of the SGIP took place, such as stakeholder meetings, PAP meetings and
meetings on specific important topics including cyber security.
Your continued participation in these activities is critical to the success of this
national effort! We would like to thank you for taking the time to attend this
important meeting and most especially to thank the planning and program
committees and the presenters for the time and energy they have put into
preparing the event.
This meeting would not have been possible without the support of our sponsors.
These organizations recognized the importance of interoperability in re-vitalizing
our electric power systems and demonstrated this through their support of this
event.
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I NTRODUCTION
Held in partnership with the GridWise Architecture Council (GWAC) and U.S. National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST), this fourth Grid-Interop event brought together a broad
audience from both government and the technical community, including key players from the
energy utilities as well as the software, cable, semiconductor, telecommunications and
electricity consumer sectors. The birthplace of the Smart Grid Interoperability Panel (SGIP),
Grid-Interop continues to focus on smart grid interoperability standards and technologies –
defining the interoperability framework necessary for smart grid to flourish.
Overview/Welcoming Presentation Text

• Agenda

GWAC Chairman Ron Ambrosio and NIST National
Coordinator for Smart Grid Interoperability George Arnold
both provided a welcome to participants as well as an
overview of the activities to be conducted during Grid-Interop
2010. Activities of the GWAC and SGIP were highlighted.

• Speaker’s Biographies
• Technical Sessions
• Technical Papers

Keynote speaker Tom Evslin, recent Chief Technical Officer
(CTO) of the state of Vermont, pioneered the use of the internet for phone calls. Applying what
he learned from observing that shift in technology, he made the following predictions for smart
grid:
1. The smart grid will enable Americans to use vastly more electrically-delivered energy in
years to come; most of the increase will be to displace oil
2. The smart grid will unleash a torrent of innovation, just as the Internet did 15 years ago
3. Smart grid data volumes will exceed current predictions by several orders of magnitude
within the decade
4. Data exchange with residential users will be largely on the public Internet
5. “Grid neutrality” will have more search engine citations than “net neutrality” within five years.
Mr. Evslin also discussed what could go
wrong:
1. The smart grid could become the
public switched telephone network of
energy
2. Lack of standards
3. Unrealistic security requirements
4. Vendor-enforced vertical integration
5. Utility resistance to grid neutrality
6. Luddites.
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Essential Topics
Grid-Interop continues to offer an opportunity to discuss new and innovative ways to improve
smart grid interactions, to participate in actions that shape the future of interoperability, and
advance the Smart Grid Interoperability Roadmap from concept to reality.
Grid-Interop 2010 addressed the following essential topics:
•

Incenting mobile load management

•

Authorizing customer data for third parties

•

Incenting clean consumer generation

•

Tools and policies for regulators

•

Implementing innovative rate structures

•

Enabling evolutionary information exchange

•

Role of semantic modeling

•

Integrating semantic models

•

Information models for customer interactions

•

Best practices for energy market transactions

•

Semantic models for energy markets

•

Modular approaches

•

Information vs. end-use capabilities

•

Commercial, industrial, and residential connectivity

•

Basic utility distribution connectivity

•

Physical connectivity vs. data exchange

•

Renewable generation connectivity

•

Wind farms vs. solar rooftops

•

Transparency of consumer-owned assets

•

Connectivity between Electric Vehicle and Photovoltaic

•

Use of formal architecture methods

•

Usefulness of a single architectural model

•

Future of CIM models

•

Smart grid architecture lessons learned

•

Useful deliverables from the Smart Grid Architecture Committee

•

Architecture case studies

•

Tools for defining interoperable interfaces.

New to Grid-Interop 2010 was Face Time, a speaking opportunity designed to increase the
number of topics and discussions. Held in conjunction with the Interoperability Fair, Face Time
provided a high-visibility, yet intimate venue for presenting on topics relevant to the Grid-Interop
audience.
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Smart Grid Interoperability Panel (SGIP)
The SGIP was launched as part of NIST activities to facilitate the creation of interoperable smart
grid standards and help NIST continue accelerated efforts to carry out responsibilities assigned
to the agency by the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007. The act calls on NIST to
“coordinate the development of a framework that includes protocols and model standards for
information management to achieve interoperability of smart grid devices and systems.”
Since the creation of the SGIP in November 2009, much progress has been made. Last year
was marked by several highlights, including January’s release and publishing of the NIST
Framework and Roadmap for Smart Grid Interoperability Standards, the first birthday of the
SGIP charter being approved, and the fourth Grid-Interop meeting in Chicago. The four day
meeting, themed “Charting the Path toward Interoperability,” brought together key stakeholders
from utility and power companies, standard development organizations, product designers,
vendors, and the regulatory community to discuss ways to improve collaboration, cooperation,
and establish interoperability. The meeting had over 60 sessions and 80 presentations,
including those from international guests who presented on smart grid interoperability efforts in
Japan and Korea.
During Grid-Interop 2010, the SGIP and Governing Board held meetings to foster greater
collaboration and integration with ongoing GridWise Architecture Council (GWAC) activities and
to advance the work of the SGIP in developing smart grid standards, addressing gaps, and
harmonizing standards to incorporate evolving technology.
A further achievement is the impending first draft of the Catalog of Standards, which is designed
to collect all relevant standards to smart grid activity. This draft is being made possible by ANSI
license agreements for access to standards which will allow floating licenses.
Some noteworthy accomplishments in 2011 were the completion of Priority Action Plans (PAPs)
01 and 2, dealing with Internet Protocol Suite and Wireless Guidelines, respectively.
The PAP 15 on Harmonization of Power Line Carrier (PLC) standards for appliance integration,
the development of the Domain Expert Working Group (DEWG), work plans to improve the
visibility of ongoing efforts, and engagement with international smart grid efforts are some of the
key issues being currently worked on. Three face-to-face meetings have already been held and
both the SGIP Governing Board and Plenary leadership were elected in 2011. All of these
actions speak for an organization that has evolved from an idea on a sheet of paper to an
organization of nearly 640 organizations and 1,750 individual members in less than two years.
Regardless of these great accomplishments, there is still much work to be done. Over the next
decades, it is estimated that between $1.5 and $2 trillion will be spent upgrading the grid. About
$600 billion of which will be invested in transmission and distribution related to the smart grid.
With so much at stake, SGIP must play an important role in helping to determine whether these
tremendous investments will result in a hodgepodge of systems that don’t work well together or
a set of interoperable systems that realize the smart grid vision. Judging by the past
achievements, the organization is well-suited for this challenge.
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Chris Allen
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CTO
State of Vermont
Patrick Gallagher
Director
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Chris Irwin
Smart Grid Standards and Interoperability Coordinator
U.S. Department of Energy
Lynne Kiesling
Senior Lecturer
Northwestern University
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FOUNDATIONAL SESSION
Moderated by Anto Budiardjo (Clasma Events), the Foundational Session discussed the value
proposition of interoperability, and how we, the smart grid community at Grid-Interop, are tasked
with communicating not only the technical merits and issues of interoperability, but its business
and implementation benefits. For Grid-Interop, this is a foundational and critical task. Without
proper communication strategies, key interoperability principles won’t deploy widely, and
building the smart grid securely and economically will be even more difficult.
Interoperability: a long word to say and a complicated one to understand. This technical term
means much to those who realize that complex and disparate systems can only work together
through interoperable standards. How do we – as practitioners of interoperability – explain its
value and benefits to business, policy, strategic planners, consultants, and other stakeholder
groups to ensure that all systems comprising the smart grid are designed and implemented with
interoperability in mind?
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FRAMING INTEROPERABILITY
Moderated by Steve Widergren, principal engineer at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
(PNNL) and the founding administrator of the GWAC, this panel of respected SGIP contributors
from the electric service provider, end-use systems, and regulatory policy domains, shared their
thoughts about how to best communicate, or "frame," interoperability.
Topics Covered
•

Tools and policies for regulators

•

Enabling evolutionary information exchange

•

Role of semantic modeling

•

Modular approaches

•

Use of formal architecture methods

•

Tools for defining interoperable interfaces

Interoperability has many facets. It is discussed in abstract terms, similar to concepts like
freedom, equality, and love. "Framing" something this ethereal is less about putting it in a
square box, and more about portraying it in a perspective that reveals insight to those who yield
their attention to look. Real world examples are classic tools that help frame interoperability and
can ground it from floating away in conversation. Effectively communicating the importance of
supporting interoperability initiatives – with solid reasons for the value returned – is critical for
garnering stakeholder support and participation.
But different people with varying responsibilities see the concept of interoperability, and
therefore its value, through different lenses. This panel underscored the importance of
marketing interoperability, and its trappings in standards, guides, and agreements, to effectively
communicate the value proposition to different stakeholder audiences.
Participants:
Steve Widergren
Principle Engineer
PNNL

.

Paul Centolella
Commissioner
Public Utilities
Commission of Ohio

Tariq Samad
Corporate Fellow
Honeywell

Erich Gunther
Chief Technology
Officer
EnerNex Corp.
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B USINESS AND P OLICY
Track Leader: Robert Burke, ISO New England, GridWise® Architecture Council
Many smart grid benefits are based on technologies and applications that reduce consumer
demand for electricity at specific times as well as on an overall basis. These solutions will
require shifts in regulations and policies to fully exploit the consumer side of the smart grid
equation. Changes in consumer behavior can be modulated by tariffs, incentive programs, and
energy management campaigns, but most utilities have limited experience in these activities.
The sessions in this track explored policies and rate structures that drive desired behaviors, and
focused on lessons learned in managing smart grid projects, consumer data, and information
needs in a decentralized and distributed grid.

REGULATORY POLICIES AND RATE STRUCTURES FOR A DEMAND RESPONSIVE GRID
In this session, panelists discussed innovations in regulatory policies and tariffs to support and
reward desired consumer behaviors.
An anticipated benefit of smart grid implementations is the ability to induce price responsive
demand or energy use changes in residential, commercial, and industrial customers. That
response can be triggered by price or cost information (such as critical peak pricing or some
variation) and can help end use customers’ deal effectively with energy supply fluctuations and
system reliability. Developing appropriate rate or incentive structures to encourage this behavior
is a significant challenge for utilities, regulators, and energy service providers.
Title

Presenter

Affiliation

Regulatory Policies and Rate Structures for a
Demand Responsive Grid – Presentation

Erik Gilbert

Navigant

Energy Price Controlled Automated Demand
Response (DR) Applied to The University of New
Mexico Campus – Presentation

Donald Lincoln

DFL Associates Inc.

Regulatory Policies and Rate Structures
for a Demand Responsive Grid – Presentation

Mark Knight

KEMA

Smart Grid and Rate Structures – Presentation

Robert Burke

ISO New England Inc.
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SMART GRID CASE STUDIES – ONGOING WORK
While data and results for large-scale implementations of smart grid technology are in the initial
reporting stages, there are many projects underway across the country and the world. This
session presented several case studies of smart grid implementations covering electric vehicles
(EVs), commercial building-to-grid (B2G) interconnections, and innovative energy storage
technologies. Are there specific program or project management practices that are particularly
applicable to smart grid deployments?
Presenters provided valuable information about how rates, cost information, and incentive
structures are influencing their projects and preliminary lessons learned.
Title

Presenter

Affiliation

PEVs: The Smart Grid Killer App – Presentation

Chris Chen

San Diego Gas & Electric

Is the Commercial Buildings Sector Ready for the
Smart Grid? – Presentation

Tracy Markie

Engenuity Systems, Inc.

Smart Storage Space and Water Heaters.
Resources for Grid Management, Renewable
Integration, and Conservation – Presentation

Paul Steffes

Steffes Corporation

THE VALUE OF CUSTOMER DATA
If smart grid-based solutions are going to live up to their potential, end use customers require
energy consumption data that is more granular and actionable than the monthly kWh
consumption presently received by most residential customers from their local utility. Utilities
and technology providers recognize that granular energy consumption data will help residential,
commercial, and industrial customers to better manage their energy use. There are also
opportunities to leverage this data with variable or dynamic pricing and incentive programs.
Presenters discussed questions about how to appropriately share data to obtain the benefits of
reduced demand and improved energy management while balancing a due regard for consumer
data security and privacy.
Title

Presenter

Affiliation

Implementation Models for Sharing Consumer Usage and Jian Zhang
Billing Data – Presentation

GridX, Inc.

Dynamic Residential DR:
How to keep the homeowner happy – Presentation

EcoFactor

Scott Hublou
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Title

Presenter

Affiliation

What is an Internet of Energy and how do we get one?
Toby Considine
Standards, Disruption, Innovation, and Accelerating Paths
to Market – Presentation

TC9, Inc.

Demand Response in Commercial Buildings. Technology Kelly Smith
as an enabler for scaling up – Presentation

Johnson Controls

Interoperable Work Management – Presentation

IBM Global Business
Services

Nada Reinprecht

TRANSACTIVE ENERGY MANAGEMENT IN DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
The smart grid will need coordinated management of numerous distributed resources. This
coordination involves physical distribution system reliability and operational economics, market
information, real-time asset status, and a robust communications network. How can utilities and
policy makers help introduce the technologies and services that will support high penetrations of
responsive demand and renewable energy resources? What types of information will be needed
regarding distributed generation and storage, and what applications will enable integration of
microgrids into the larger smart grid?
Presenters discussed these questions and solutions to the challenges of real-time management
of the distribution system.
Title

Presenter

Affiliation

Transactive Energy Management in
Distribution Systems – Presentation

Ali Ipakchi

OATI

Transactive Control in Electricity Delivery –
Presentation

Ron Melton

Battelle, Pacific Northwest
Division

TeMIX: A Foundation for Transactive
Energy in a Smart Grid World – Presentation

Ed Cazalet

The Cazalet Group
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B ASIC C ONNECTIVITY
Connectivity presents several interesting challenges to smart grid interoperability discussions
because it cuts across all topics. For example, there are physical connectivity issues – will
consumers have smart grid devices with standard, universally-used connectors (e.g., Universal
Serial Bus (USB) connectors), or struggle with tangles of cables with specialized plugs? There
are also data exchange issues and architectural issues. In addition, connecting more
communicating devices to the electrical grid increases the potential of unauthorized access for
malicious and criminal activities.
The sessions in this track examined connectivity, communications networks, and interoperability
from a number of perspectives, including consumer to grid, utility to grid, and generation to grid.

FLEXIBLE AND SECURE INTEROPERABILITY
Smart grid interoperability has to balance the two extremes of flexibility and security in systems
and subsystems. The most flexible systems are unsecure, and the most secure systems are
inflexible. One aspect of the solution is to design systems to use integrated communications
with common protocols and gateways. However, an integrated system that is easily accessible
for system supervision and operation may also pose data security challenges.
During these presentations, presenters offered views on North American Electric Reliability
Corporation (NERC) Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) standards, the importance of cyber
secure shared communications networks, and managing secure supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) systems to balance flexibility with security.
Title
Smart Grid vs. The NERC CIP – Presentation

Presenter
Tobias Whitney

Affiliation
GE Smart Grid Center of
Excellence

Secure Interoperability for Energy Surety – Presentation Brian Lenane

SRA International, Inc.

Interoperability and Security for Converged Smart Grid
Networks – Presentation

N-Dimension Solutions

Andrew Wright
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SUBSTATION NETWORKS – BUILDING RELIABILITY AND REDUNDANCY
Transmission and distribution substations are critical components in the electricity supply chain
and need to be upgraded to support smart grid requirements. Creating shared networks for
intelligent electronic devices and legacy substation equipment calls for networks that deliver
high reliability, redundancy, and fault tolerance. While the topologies may vary and protocols
include physical layers like Ethernet or data layers like IP, the transport of SCADA messages
relies on optimal network designs.
The presenters examined enhanced substation technologies and explained how these solutions
enhance grid interoperability.
Title

Presenter

First Practical Experience with IEEE 1588 High Precision Time Jim McGhee
Synchronization in High Voltage Substation with IEC 61850
Process Bus – Presentation
Interoperability in High Speed Seamless Redundancy (HSR)
Communications Networks – Presentation

Affiliation
RuggedCom Inc.

Richard Harada RuggedCom Inc.

IP and Ethernet Communication Technologies for Substations Eruch Kapadia
Substation of the Future: Improve Network Reliability and
Protocol Interaction – Presentation

Cisco

IP and Ethernet Communication Technologies for Substations Navindra Yadav Cisco
Substation of the Future: Improve Network Reliability and
Protocol Interaction – Presentation

CUSTOMER DEVICES: MASS MARKET CONNECTIVITY FOR THE SMART
GRID
Some of the most significant changes enacted by smart grid technologies will impact consumers
in residential and commercial settings. Devices with communications capabilities can report
their energy use and offer options for local or remote control. These devices may be networked
and managed by homeowners much like existing local area networks (LANs) have applications
for their administration and maintenance.
There will be significant expectations for ease of use in connectivity set ups and plug-and-play
interoperability of all devices.
In this session, the impact of increased device intelligence on appliances, energy storage
systems, and LANs in homes and commercial spaces was examined and discussed.
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Title

Presenter

Affiliation

Wi-Fi® Connectivity Options for Smart Grid –
Presentation

Greg Ennis

Smart Appliance Benefits & Cost Analysis –
Presentation

Chellury (Ram) Sastry Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory

Consumer Devices: Mass Market Devices for the
Smart Grid – Presentation

Mark Thompson

Wi-Fi Alliance

Aclara

INTEROPERABILITY AND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS
The smart grid requires the bi-directional flow of information, so the dedicated and shared
communication networks need to be reliable, robust, scalable, and fault-tolerant. Latency varies
with the setting, and while phasor measurement units need fast connections and five nines
reliability, your smart toaster’s information transmission can probably afford some latency.
Wide area networks and LANs that support communications in the transmission and distribution
systems have a range of requirements that have at least one aspect in common –
interoperability. The communications network protocols chosen for these interconnections affect
system performance and can enhance interoperability, as explained in these presentations.
Title

Presenter

Affiliation

Integration of IEC 61850 GSE and Sampled Value
Services to Reduce Substation Wiring – Presentation

Mike Dood

Schweitzer Engineering
Laboratories, Inc.

Power Tagging: Intelligence Within – Presentation

Steven Berens

Power Tagging

IPv6 Momentum and SmartGrids – Presentation

Phil Roberts

The Internet Society
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I NFORMATION I NTEROPERABILITY
Future smart grids will evolve into a “system of systems” architecture dependent upon the
reliable and secure exchange of data that must be recognized as meaningful information. For
instance, dynamic price signals and demand response alerts will be sent from utilities and
aggregators to customers for the purpose of taking action in near real-time. Market data will
pass between energy traders and Independent System Operators (ISOs) and Regional
Transmission Organizations to transact sales and schedule activities.
Information about customer premise device status and control must be exchanged and acted
upon regardless of manufacturer make or model. These sessions reviewed information
interoperability including necessary design tools and grid components along with challenges
that need to be addressed.

AN INTRODUCTION TO INFORMATION INTEROPERABILITY
Interoperability between systems requires that information can be securely communicated,
shared, and used without custom integrations or user intervention. The crash of the Mars
Climate Orbiter in 1999 was a classic example of a lack of information interoperability between
scientific metric and US English measurement units.
During this session, the panelists discussed tactics to ensure that successful information
exchanges are achieved and also provided an overview and introduction to information
integration that includes a definition of information interoperability, the reasons interoperability is
critical to the success of the smart grid, and challenges to achieving true interoperability.
Title

Presenter

Affiliation

Introduction to Interoperability & Cost Benefit
Analysis Case Study – Presentation

Tony Giroti

Bridge Energy Group

Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for
Interoperability – Presentation

Rik Drummond

Drummond Group

Towards Interoperability Standards in Indian Power Vinoo S. Warrier
Sector – Presentation

Kalkitech Inc

The SGIP TCC Interoperability Assessment Maturity James Mater
Model How do we know if a standard’s certification
programs will work? – Presentation

QualityLogic, Inc.

Structured Energy: A Topology of Microgrids –
Presentation

Cox Software Architects
TC9, Inc

William Cox
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WHAT’S IN A WORD? – SEMANTICS AND SEMANTIC MODELING
Semantic understanding is a critical construct of information interoperability. Successful
information integration requires that all parties interpret the meaning of exchanged information
in the same way. This common interpretation is achieved through the use of semantic models
which define the meaning of concepts and the relationships between them.
For instance, a color wheel is a semantic model that creates a shared understanding of what is
blue and what is green. Semantics ensure that the context for data is the same for everyone so
that the information derived from that data has a shared meaning. Presenters described
semantic modeling and how semantic modeling can be applied to achieve information
interoperability.
Title

Presenter

Affiliation

How can semantic models help integrate the smart Steve Ray
grid? – Presentation

Carnegie Mellon University
Silicon Valley, TopQuadrant

Smart Grid Enterprise Applications Interoperability Gary McNaughton
Needs Assessment and the MultiSpeak®
Specification – Presentation

Cornice Engineering, Inc.

“Demystifying” the CIM – Presentation

Xtensible Solutions

Greg Robinson

Developing a Semantic Framework for Smart Grid – Jay Britton
Presentation

AREVA

THE COMMON INFORMATION MODEL APPROACH TO INTEROPERABILITY
The CIM has emerged as a core semantic modeling tool for describing exchanges of data within
utility electrical systems. This reference tool provides data names and definitions, database
design, identification of the structure and vocabulary of message schemas, and a set of services
to exchange data known as the Generic Interface Definition or GID.
In order to achieve smart grid interoperability, developers of new systems and devices will need
to understand CIM and integrate their technologies with this tool. During this session, panelists
discussed how to use the CIM in utility planning and harmonization activities with other
information models such as Multi-Speak.
Title

Presenter

Affiliation

Overcoming Challenges Using the CIM as a Semantic
Model for Energy Applications – Presentation

Andrew Crapo

GE Global Research

CIM for European Smartgrids – Presentation

Eric Lambert

EDF R&D

Approaches to integrating MultiSpeak® and CIM –
Presentation

Evan Wallace

NIST
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Title

Presenter

Affiliation

CIM and C12.19 – Presentation

Edward J. Beroset

Elster Solutions, LLC

Building a bridge between CIM and PLIB ontologies
via IEC62656 on data parcels – Presentation

Hiroshi Murayama

TOSHIBA Corporate
R&D Center

CUSTOMER INTEROPERABILITY CHALLENGES
Smart grids will enable the bi-directional flow of electricity and information between the grid and
end-users. Without a doubt, this information flow is critical to achieving the smart grid objectives
of reliability and optimization of resources. There are significant challenges to ensuring that the
myriad of customer environments and devices work together.
Utilities face many hurdles to ensuring and enjoying interoperability, whether it is support for
demand response signals to legacy electrical devices in a home or adding new electrical
vehicles and their charging stations to the local distribution grid, vendors, energy service
providers, presenters discussed how customer interoperability could be achieved as well as
issues that must be addressed.
Title

Author

Affiliation

Open Automated DR Technologies for
Dynamic Pricing and Smart Grid – Presentation

Rish Ghatikar

Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory

Conceptual Discussion: Identity and Location
separation based communication schemes for
addressing business, security and communication
scalability challenges of Smart Grid applications –
Presentation

Eruch J. Kapadia

Cisco

Modular Power Manager & Gateway An approach to
home-to-grid energy management and demand
response – Presentation

Timothy Schoechle

International Center
for Standards
Research

OpenADR and the Future of Energy Interoperation –
Presentation

William Cox

Cox Software
Architects LLC
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A RCHITECTURE
The architecture track focused on the formal and informal guiding principles needed to support
interoperability in the smart grid. As the smart grid sector builds momentum, new technologies
and solutions must work with legacy equipment, and our architecture work provides the
reference material to encourage agreement on emerging or established standards. A commonly
held architecture provides the philosophical structure to help ensure that disparate technologies
will support interoperability.
Ongoing work with GWAC Interop Toolkit and the GWAC Stack illustrate the architectural tenets
and attributes that will help to guide and enable smart grid implementations.

ARCHITECTURE FRAMEWORKS AND TOOLS
This session covers architecture development methodologies and tools presently being
employed. These include the Interoperability Constitution, Interoperability Context-Setting
Framework document, and the Decision-Maker’s Interoperability Checklist, which help define
appropriate architectures and approval criteria. Panelists discussed new tools and techniques
under consideration in the NIST SGIP Architecture Committee as well as the initial feedback on
interoperability tools employed by early implementing vendors, system integrators, and utilities.
Title

Author

Affiliation

Creative Architecture and Design Concept for Smart Grid Stipe Fustar
Applications – Design and Run-time use of Common
Semantic Models – Presentation

Power Grid 360

Smart Grid Architecture Framework – Presentation

Claudio Lima

Sonoma Innovation

Digging into Architecture.
NIST SGAC plan for a Generic Smart Grid Conceptual
Architecture – Presentation

Stephan Amsbary

EnerNex Corp.

SG IMM: A Process Maturity Model for
Measuring & Advancing Interoperability – Presentation

Steve Widergren

Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory
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ARCHITECTURE ELEMENTS AND SOLUTIONS
What are the tangible elements that actually constitute an interoperability architecture? One of
the problems with this topic is that most discussions surrounding it are often densely abstract.
Even the most accomplished architect experiences problems visualizing and mapping to
specific solutions.
During this session, architectural principles and mapping at the conceptual level, identifying
logical elements, and reviewing specific component-based implementations that solve specific
interoperability problems were demystified.
Title

Author

Affiliation

Wireless InterOp Architecture
and Design – Presentation

Robert Buchard

Arcadian Networks

Smart Grid Architecture Evolutions – Presentation

Jeff Gooding

Southern California Edison

INTEGRATION METHODS AND APPROACHES
Having an accepted architecture, well-defined logical elements, interfaces, and identified
components are all important, but actually building and integrating the components into systems
that are compliant with the architecture is still challenging. Many projects will have to
accommodate legacy equipment with new assets, adding even more interoperability
complications to complex deployments.
This session included presentations that discussed integration methodologies and approaches
to achieving desired goals cost effectively and with documented performance metrics to validate
success.
Title

Author

Affiliation

C12.22 in Context – Presentation

Ed Beroset

NZE and the SOB: Service not Process, Policy not Control –
Presentation

Toby Considine TC9, INC

Managing Legacy Device and System Integration –
Presentation

Erich Gunther

Elster Solutions, LLC

EnerNex
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CYBER SECURITY AND INFORMATION ASSURANCE
A well-defined architecture must include considerations for ensuring the integrity of the services
presented and data flowing through it. Cyber security considerations must be incorporated from
the beginning of any architecture development process and carried beyond implementation and
into the governance of that architecture.
This session covered key concepts to ensure this tight coupling of cyber security and
information assurance from conceptual architecture through deployment of interoperablycompliant systems.
Title

Author

Affiliation

Interoperable Security considerations from Architecture
to deployment for Smart Grid Systems – Presentation

Sitaraman
Lakshminarayanan

GE Energy

Architecting for security – A Case Study – Presentation

Claude Vigeant

OKIOK

Cyber Security Working Group – Presentation

Tanya Brewer

NIST
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I NTEROPERABILITY F AIR
New to Grid-Interop 2010 was the addition of Face Time, a speaking opportunity designed to
increase the number of topics and discussions.
Title

Presenter

Affiliation

Why Semantic Technology Matters and What It Andrew Crapo
Offers – Presentation

GE Global Research

Barriers to Gas SCADA-Smart Grid
Connectivity – Presentation

Chris Ziolkowski

Gas Technology Institute

Smart Grid Consumer Information
RoadMaps for Regulators

Ben Boyd

EnerNex Corporation

Success of Smart Grid Ties to “Game
Change” – Presentation

Jiyuan Fan

Digital Energy, GE Energy

New Communications Standards
For Photovoltaic Energy Generation and
Storage – Presentation

Grant Gilchrist
Brian Seal

EnerNex
EPRI

Advanced Persistent Threat – Presentation

Diane Ashley

Lockheed Martin

Collaborative NMS
for Carrier Wireless Backhaul Networks –
Presentation

David Gosch

IAP Solutions

Modular Power Manager & Gateway
Home gateway and smart power manager
integrate inverter, charger, and demand
response – Presentation

Timothy Schoechle

EPRI Smart Grid Demonstration Overview –
Presentation

Matt Wakefield

EPRI

A Smart Grid Testbed for Multi-layer
Ning Lu, et al
Information Management System Development
– Presentation

PNNL

Introduction to IEEE 1588 v2 – Presentation

RuggedCom Inc.

Jim McGhee
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A PPENDIX A. A GENDA
Wednesday, December 1, 2010

Opening Session
Foundational Session
Framing Interoperability
Regulatory Policies and
Rate Structures for a
Demand Responsive Grid

An Introduction to
Information Interoperability

Flexible and Secure
Interoperability

Architecture Frameworks
and Tools

PAP 9 Energy Interop

CSWG – Session 2 –
Wednesday

PAP 8

PAP06

Interoperability Fair
PAP 03, PAP 09, SEP 2.0

EMII WG

PAP 12

PAP 7

Thursday, December 2, 2010

Opening Remarks
Smart Grid Case Studies –
Ongoing Work

PAP 10

PAP15: PLC
Standards for
Home
Communications

The Value of Customer
Data

PAP 17

What’s in a Word? –
Semantics and Semantic
Modeling
PAP11: Common
Object Models for
Electric
Transportation

The Common Information
Model (CIM) Approach to
Interoperability
EMII WG

Substation Networks –
Building Reliability and
Redundancy
Catalog of
Standards and
ANSI Portal

PAP 13

Customer Devices: Mass
Market Connectivity for the
Smart Grid

PAP 14 Modeling
T&D Systems

Architecture Elements and
Solutions

I2G DEWG

Dinner – “Biologizing” the Smart Grid

Terminology WG

Integration Methods and
Approaches

PAP 16
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Friday, December 3, 2010

Opening Remarks
Transactive Energy
Management in Distribution
Systems
TnD DEWG

Customer Interoperability
Challenges

B2G DEWG

Interoperability and
Communications Networks

V2G DEWG

PAP Reports
SGIP Election Results
Paper Recognitions
Rapporteurs
Call To Action
End of Grid-Interop 2010

BnP DEWG

Cyber Security and
Information Assurance

H2G DEWG
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A PPENDIX C: P APERS
Business & Policy Track
•

Regulatory Policies and Rate Structures for a Demand Responsive Grid
Donald Lincoln, Andrea Mammoli, Anthony Menicucci – Energy Price Controlled
Automated Demand Response Applied to the University of New Mexico Campus
Mark Knight, Nora Brownell - How Does Smart Grid Impact the Natural Monopoly
Paradigm of Electricity Supply?

•

The Value of Customer Data
Kelly Smith, – Scaling Demand Response through Interoperability in Commercial
Buildings
Jian Zhang -Implementation Models for Sharing Consumer Energy Usage and Billing
Data

•

Transactive Energy Management in Distribution Systems
Edward G. Cazalet – TeMIX: A Foundation for Transactive Energy in a Smart Grid
World

Basic Connectivity Track
•

Flexible and Secure Interoperability
Andrew K. Wright, Paul Kalv, Rodrick Sibery – Interoperability and Security for
Converged Smart Grid Networks
Brian P. Lenane – Cyber Security for Federal Smart Grids

•

Substation Networks – Building Reliability and Redundancy
Richard Harada – Importance of Interoperability in High Speed Seamless Redundancy
(HSR) Communication Networks

•

Customer Devices: Mass Market Connectivity for the Smart Grid
Chellury Ram Sastry, Rob Pratt – Use of Residential Smart Appliances for Peak Load
Shifting & Spinning Reserves: Cost Benefit Analysis

Basic Connectivity Track
•

Interoperability and Communications Networks
David Dolezilek, David Whitehead, and Veselin Skendzic – Integration of IEC 61850
GSE and Sampled Value Services to Reduce Substation Wiring
Phil Roberts – IPv6 Momentum and the SmartGrid
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A PPENDIX C: P APERS
Information Interoperability
•

An Introduction to Information Interoperability
Yemula Pradeep Kumar, C.N. Raghupathi, Vinoo S Warrier, S.A.Khaparde – Towards
Interoperability Standards in Indian Power Sector

•

What’s in a Word? – Semantics and Semantic Modeling
Gary A. McNaughton, P.E., Warren P. McNaughton, P.E., Robert Saint, P.E. – Smart
Grid Enterprise Application Interoperability Needs Assessment and the MultiSpeak®
Specification

•

The Common Information Model (CIM) Approach to Interoperability
Andrew Crapo, Katrina Griffith, Ankesh Khandelwal, John Lizzi, Abha Moitra –
Overcoming Challenges Using the CIM as a Semantic Model for Energy Applications
Hiroshi Murayama, Lan Wang, Akira Hosokawa – Building a bridge between CIM and
PLIB ontologies via IEC62656 on data parcels
Edward J. Beroset – ANSI C12.19/IEEE 1377 to IEC 61968-9 Mapping

•

Customer Interoperability Challenges
Girish Ghatikar, Johanna L. Mathieu, Mary Ann Piette, and Sila Kiliccote – Open
Automated Demand Response Technologies for Dynamic Pricing and Smart Grid
Timothy Schoechle – Modular power manager and gateway: an approach to home-togrid energy management and demand response

Architecture
•

Architecture Elements and Solutions
K. Mani Chandy, Jeff Gooding, Jeremy McDonald – Smart Grid System of Systems
Architectures. Systems Evolution to Guide Strategic Investments in Modernizing the
Electric Grid

•

Integration Methods and Approaches
Edward J. Beroset – ANSI C12.22 in Context
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